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ABSTRACT
A haplotype is a multisite haploid genotype at two or more polymorphic sites on the same chromosome in a deﬁned DNA region. An evolutionary tree
of the haplotypes can be estimated if the DNA region
had little to no recombination. Haplotype trees can be
used to reconstruct past human gene-ﬂow patterns and
historical events, but any single tree captures only a
small portion of evolutionary history, and is subject to
error. A fuller view of human evolution requires multiple
DNA regions, and errors can be minimized by cross-validating inferences across loci. An analysis of 25 DNA
regions reveals an out-of-Africa expansion event at 1.9
million years ago. Gene ﬂow with isolation by distance
was established between African and Eurasian populations by about 1.5 million years ago, with no detectable
interruptions since. A second out-of-Africa expansion
occurred about 700,000 years ago, and involved interbreeding with at least some Eurasian populations. A

third out-of-Africa event occurred around 100,000 years
ago, and was also characterized by interbreeding, with
the hypothesis of a total Eurasian replacement strongly
rejected (P < 1017). This does not preclude the possibility that some Eurasian populations could have been
replaced, and the status of Neanderthals is indecisive.
Demographic inferences from haplotype trees have been
inconsistent, so few deﬁnitive conclusions can be made at
this time. Haplotype trees from human parasites offer
additional insights into human evolution and raise the
possibility of an Asian isolate of humanity, but once again
not in a deﬁnitive fashion. Haplotype trees can also indicate which genes were subject to positive selection in the
lineage leading to modern humans. Genetics provides
many insights into human evolution, but those insights
need to be integrated with fossil and archaeological data
to yield a fuller picture of the origin of modern humans.
Yrbk Phys Anthropol 48:33–59, 2005. V 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

underlining indicates the pair of nucleotides found on a
single DNA molecule), or AC and TG. Additional molecular and statistical techniques are needed to obtain autosomal haplotypes in cases such as this, although the cost
and effort can sometimes be considerable (Templeton
et al., 1988; Stephens et al., 2001). As a result, the haplotype literature is strongly biased toward studies of
mtDNA, Y-DNA, and X-linked DNA, although autosomal
regions are becoming increasingly common.
Given a sample of haplotypes that arose solely from
mutations, an evolutionary tree of the haplotypes exists
that describes the history of mutational accumulation in
DNA lineages that yield the current array of haplotype
variation. This evolutionary tree is called a haplotype
tree. If the DNA region being studied is also subject to
genetic recombination, new haplotypes can be generated
by recombining parts of preexisting haplotypes without
mutation. Such recombinant haplotypes do not have a single evolutionary history, and deﬁne a reticulating network
rather than a single evolutionary tree. Recombination
therefore undermines the very existence of a tree-like
structure as a descriptor of haplotype variation. Hence,
haplotype trees do not exist for all DNA regions. In general, haplotype diversity in X-linked and autosomal DNA

Evolutionary trees of genetic variation have played a
prominent role in studies of human evolution ever since
the publication of Cann et al. (1987) and the popularization of \mitochondrial Eve." There are many methods of
measuring genetic variation, but the focus of this paper is
upon haplotypes. A haplotype is the multisite haploid genotype at two or more polymorphic sites on the same chromosome in a deﬁned DNA region. The polymorphic sites
that determine the haplotype state could be single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertion and deletion polymorphisms (indels), or any other polymorphisms scored
on the same chromosome in the DNA region of interest.
The deﬁned DNA region could be an entire genome, such
as the entire mitochondrial genome, or it could be a small
portion of a large chromosome. All homologous copies of
the DNA molecule in such a region that share the same
genetic state at all scored polymorphic sites are members
of the same haplotype.
Haplotypes are simple to obtain for haploid (or effectively haploid) DNA regions such as mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA), most Y-chromosomal DNA (Y-DNA), or X-chromosomal DNA scored in males. Haplotypes are more difﬁcult to obtain for autosomal regions, because the phase at
two or more heterozygous sites is often not observable
with current DNA sequencing technology. For example,
suppose an individual is heterozygous for two SNPs in an
autosomal region. A standard DNA sequencing gel displays heterozygous sites as double-nucleotide scores, say,
nucleotides A and T at one SNP and G and C at the second
SNP, but does not indicate if the A at SNP 1 is located on
the same DNA molecule as the G or the C at SNP 2. As a
result, a double-heterozygote individual such as A/T, G/C
could either have the haplotype pair AG and TC (where
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can be generated by a combination of mutational accumulation in DNA lineages and recombination (Templeton
et al., 2000a,b), but human mtDNA and Y-DNA are generally not subject to recombination. As a consequence, much
of the literature on haplotype trees has been biased
toward mtDNA and Y-DNA. However, recent studies
showed that recombination in the X-linked and autosomal
portions of the human genome is often concentrated into
recombination hotspots separated by DNA regions with no
to little recombination (Templeton et al., 2000a; Crawford
et al., 2004; McVean et al., 2004). As a consequence, haplotype trees exist for many regions of the human genome,
and are not conﬁned just to mtDNA and Y-DNA.
Haplotype trees have a variety of uses in studies of
human evolution. Before discussing these uses, it is ﬁrst
necessary to brieﬂy review some of the results from coalescent theory, the population genetic theory underlying haplotype trees. Given this theoretical background, the estimation of haplotype trees will be discussed, followed by
their various uses in studies of modern human origins.

BASIC COALESCENT THEORY
DNA replicates. In a forward sense, this means that one
molecule of DNA can become two or more molecules in the
future. In a backward sense, this means that two or more
molecules of DNA observed today can coalesce into a single
copy of DNA in the past. A \coalescent event" occurs when
two lineages of DNA molecules merge back into a single
DNA molecule at some time in the past. Hence, a coalescent
event is simply the time inverse of a DNA replication event.
To illustrate the forward and backward implications of
DNA replication, consider a hypothetical population consisting of just six haploid individuals (Fig. 1). This population has six copies of any homologous DNA segment at
any given time, and it is assumed that there is no recombination. As this population reproduces, DNA replicates. By
chance alone (genetic drift), some molecules get more copies into the next generation than others. Fixation occurs
in this hypothetical population at generation 10. Fixation,
which is inevitable in all ﬁnite populations, means that all
present-day homologous DNA copies are now descended
from a single DNA molecule in the past (Fig. 1).
Now consider the process of ﬁxation as observed backwards in time. Suppose generation 10 is the current generation, and all six DNA molecules are surveyed. Note
ﬁrst that any DNA lineage that went extinct prior to generation 10 (parts in grey in Fig. 1) is unobservable, and
there is no way of knowing about the DNA lineages that
no longer exist. (In some cases, information about past
genes can be obtained from fossils, as will be discussed
later.) Moreover, once all our current DNA lineages have
coalesced back to a common ancestor (generation 3 in Fig.
1), there is no longer any genetic variation in the coalescent process. All population genetic inference requires
genetic variation. Consequently, the time to ultimate coalescence places a limit on how far back inferences can be
made from a haplotype tree. The most that can be
observed about the coalescent process is shown in Figure 2.
In general, consider taking a sample of n genes from a
population. The word \genes" in coalescent models refers
to the different copies of a homologous stretch of DNA,
regardless of their genetic state. Because genetic drift
inevitably causes ﬁxation in the future sense, this means
in the backward sense that all of the genes can be traced
back in time to a common ancestral gene from which all
current copies are descended. Figure 2 is an example of a

\gene tree" that portrays how all the different presentday copies at a homologous gene locus are \related" by
ordering coalescent events through time until there is
only a single, ancestral molecule of DNA. The most recent
common-ancestor DNA molecule is often denoted by the
acronym MRCA, and the time at which this occurs is
denoted by TMRCA (time to the MRCA). For example, all
copies of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) found in living
humans must eventually coalesce into a single ancestral
mtDNA. Because mtDNA is inherited as a maternal haploid, this ancestral mtDNA must have been present in a
female. Some scientists and much of the popular media
have dubbed this bearer of our ancestral mtDNA \mitochondrial Eve," and have treated this as a startling discovery about human evolution. However, the existence of
a mitochondrial Eve is trivial under coalescent theory.
Finite population size (and all real populations are ﬁnite)
ensures that all copies of any homologous piece of DNA
present in any species have been derived from a single
common ancestral DNA molecule in the past; indeed, this
is the very deﬁnition of genetic homology. To say that
humans have a mitochondrial Eve is to say only that all
human mtDNA is homologous. When \Eve" is called the
ancestor of us all, it only means that our mtDNA is
descended from her mtDNA, and not necessarily any
other piece of the human genome.
All genes that are homologous have a common ancestor
in the past. Assuming that all the genes are neutral, consider the case of a random sample of just two genes from
an idealized random-mating population. The probability
that these two genes coalesce in the previous generation is
the probability that both genes came from the same individual in the previous generation, which is 1/N, where N
is the population size in this idealized random-mating
population. Coalescence requires that the two copies in
the present generation were replicated from the same
DNA molecule in the ancestral individual. If the genes
being sampled are haploid, 1/N is also the probability that
they coalesce in the previous generation. If the genes are
autosomal, the probability that two genes are both copies
of the same gene in the ancestral individual is one-half,
because the ancestral individual has two genes for an
autosomal locus. Hence, the total probability of an autosomal DNA molecule coalescing in the previous generation
is now (½)(1/N) ¼ 1/(2N). In general, the probability of coalescence in the previous generation is 1/(xN), where x is
the ploidy level. Real populations deviate from the idealized assumptions of this simple random-mating model, so
the probability of coalescence in the previous generation is
often expressed as 1/(xNef), where Nef is the inbreeding
effective size (a quantity that can differ substantially from
N, the census size). Therefore, the probability that the
two genes did not coalesce in the previous generation is
1  1/(xNef). The probability of coalescence exactly t generations ago is the probability of no coalescence for the ﬁrst
t  1 generations in the past, followed by a coalescent
event at generation t:

 

1 t1
1
Prob.(Coalesce at tÞ ¼ 1 
:
ð1Þ
xNef
xNef
The average time to coalescence is then:
Expected(Time to Coalesce) ¼

 

1 
X
1 t1
1
t 1
xNef
xNef
t¼1
¼ xNef :

ð2Þ

Fig. 1. Hypothetical case of genetic ﬁxation in population with only six copies of homologous gene. Each vertical or diagonal line
indicates a DNA replication event, going from top to bottom. DNA molecule with no lines coming from its bottom did not pass on
any descendants. By generation 10, all six copies are descended from a single DNA molecule. This common ancestral molecule and
all its descendants are shown in bold, compared to all other DNA lineages that went extinct by generation 10.
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical case of a coalescent process in a population with only six copies of a homologous gene. Each combination of
vertical with diagonal line indicates coalescent event, going from bottom to top. Shown is same population as in Figure 1, but only
that part of genealogical structure associated with variation present at generation 10 back to generation of coalescence of all six
copies present at generation 10.

These results can be generalized from a sample of two
genes to a sample of n genes from a large population
(Ewens, 1990; Hudson, 1990; Hein et al., 2005). The average coalescent time to the common ancestor of all n genes
is 2xNef(1  1/n). Note that the expected time for ultimate
coalescence approaches 2xNef as the sample size (n)
increases.
The fact that a large sample of genes has a TMRCA of
2xNef and a sample of just two genes has a TMRCA of xNef

has important implications for the information contained
in haplotype trees. A sample of n genes requires n  1 coalescent events to yield the MRCA, and n  2 of these
events are expected to occur in the ﬁrst half of this coalescent process, reducing the number of DNA lineages to just
two. These last two DNA lineages take as much time to
coalescence to the MRCA (xNef generations) as the ﬁrst
n  2 coalescent events in order to yield the total TMRCA
of 2xNef generations. Population genetic inference
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Fig. 3. Estimated coalescent times for 25 human DNA regions. Details and references for DNA regions studied are given in
Templeton (2005).

requires genetic variation, and just two DNA lineages are
often insufﬁcient for many types of inferences. Hence,
haplotype trees are generally most informative of evolutionary events during the more recent half of the TMRCA,
with all information lost at the TMRCA.
These equations reveal that ploidy level places restrictions on the expected informative time period of a haplotype tree. For an autosomal region, x ¼ 2, so the expected
TMRCA is 4Nef in a large sample. X-linked DNA is haploid
in males and diploid in females, so in a population with a
50:50 sex ratio, x ¼ 1.5, and the expected TMRCA is 3Nef.
MtDNA is inherited as a haploid element in mammals, so
x ¼ 1. Moreover, mtDNA is maternally inherited, so only
females pass on their mtDNA. Thus, the inbreeding effective size for the total population of males and females, the
Nef that is applicable to autosomal and X-linked DNA, is
not applicable to mtDNA. Instead, the expected TMRCA
of mtDNA is inﬂuenced only by the inbreeding effective
size of females, say, Nef $. Thus, with x ¼ 1, the expected
coalescence time of mtDNA is 2Nef $. Similarly, Y-chromosomal DNA is inherited as a paternal haploid, so its
expected TMRCA is 2Nef#, twice the inbreeding effective
size for males. Because the sex ratio is close to 50:50 in
humans, it is commonplace to approximate the sex-speciﬁc inbreeding sizes by ½ Nef. Thus, a 1:1:3:4 ratio is
expected for the relative coalescence times of mtDNA, YDNA, X-linked DNA, and autosomal DNA, respectively.
However, inbreeding effective sizes are affected by many
factors, including the variance of reproductive success. In
humans, and indeed most mammals, the variance of

reproductive success is generally larger in males than in
females. The higher this variance, the lower the effective
size, so in general, Nef $ > Nef#. Therefore, Y-DNA is
expected to coalesce the most rapidly of all genetic elements in the human genome.
Equation 1 can also be used to calculate the variance in
ultimate coalescence time. For example, the variance of
time to coalescence of two genes (r2ct) is the average or
expectation of (t  xNef)2:

 

1
X
1 t1
1
r2ct ¼
ðt  xNef Þ2 1 
xNef
xNef
t¼1
¼ xNef ðxNef  1Þ ¼ x2 Nef2  xNef : ð3Þ
Note that the variance in Equation 3 is proportional to
Nef2, and this is also true for a sample of n genes
(Ewens, 1990; Hudson, 1990; Hein et al., 2005). Hence,
the time to coalescence is expected to display much variation from gene to gene, even for the same ploidy level.
This variance is an inherent property of the evolutionary
process itself, and is known as \evolutionary stochasticity." This stochasticity greatly limits how accurately
times or effective sizes can be estimated from any single
gene.
These theoretical predictions on means and variances of
coalescence times are conﬁrmed in Figure 3, which presents the estimated TMRCAs for human Y-DNA, mtDNA,
11 X-linked loci, and 12 autosomal loci using a calibration
point of 6 million years ago (MYA) for the human/chim-
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panzee split (Templeton, 2005). As expected, Y-DNA has
the smallest coalescence time, with the mtDNA time not
being much longer. The X-linked loci all have larger coalescence times, but with considerable variation. On average, the autosomal loci have the largest coalescence times
of all, but with much variation and much overlap with the
X-linked loci. In addition, note that one autosomal locus
has a coalescence time older than 6 MYA. Because polymorphic DNA lineages can be carried across speciation
events, coalescence times are sometimes older than the
species (Hein et al., 2005). This situation is called transpeciﬁc polymorphism, and illustrates the danger of automatically equating an evolutionary tree of haplotypes to
an evolutionary tree of species or populations. Often the
two are concordant, but not always.
The coalescent model given above ignores mutation and
thereby haplotype variation. Consider adding mutation to
the case of a sample of two genes. As before, the probability that these two genes coalesce in the previous generation is 1/(xNef), and the probability that they do not coalesce in the previous generation is 1  1/(xNef). Assuming
an inﬁnite-alleles model of mutation in which each mutation creates a distinct haplotype, the probability that two
genes are identical by descent is the probability that the
two gene lineages coalesce before a mutation occurred in
either lineage. If the two genes coalesced t generations
ago, this means that there were 2t DNA replication events
at risk for mutation (two gene lineages each undergoing t
replication events). Hence, the probability that neither
gene lineage experienced any mutation over this entire
time period is (1  l)2t. Putting this probability together
with Equation 1 yields:
Prob.(coalescence before mutation)

 

1 t1
1
¼ 1
ð1  lÞ2t :
xNef
xNef

ð4Þ

Now consider the probability that a mutation occurred t
generations ago and before coalescence. This means that
in the 2t DNA replication events being considered, only
one replication event experienced a mutation, and the
other (2t  1) replication events did not. Because there are
two gene lineages, either one of them could have mutated
at generation t, so the total probability of having a single
mutation at generation t in 2t DNA replication events is
2l(1  l)2t1. The probability of no coalescence in these t
generations is [1  1/(xNef)]t. Putting these two probabilities together yields:
Prob.(mutation before coalescence)


1 t
¼ 1
2lð1  lÞ2t1 :
xNef

ð5Þ

If l << Nef l (i.e., a large inbreeding effective size) and
deﬁning u ¼ 2 xNef l, Equation 6 simpliﬁes to:
Prob.(mutation before coalescence
j mutation or coalescence) ¼

u
:
uþ1

ð7Þ

When mutation occurs before coalescence, the two gene
lineages being compared must be different haplotypes
under the inﬁnite-alleles model. Since the two genes
were drawn at random from the population, Equation 7
is equivalent to the expected heterozygosity under random mating. Note also that Equations 2, 3, and 7 provide a direct relationship between the coalescent process
and the demographic parameter of inbreeding effective
size. Thus, the coalescent process contains information
about past demography.
With mutation in the model, a distinction can be made
between gene trees vs. haplotype trees. As noted before,
gene trees describe how different copies of DNA sampled
at a homologous gene locus are \related" by ordering coalescent events (Fig. 2). Figure 4A is a repeat of the gene
tree shown in Figure 2, but now some of the DNA replication events are assumed to have experienced mutation.
The gene tree shows precise information here about the
gene genealogy, including cases in which two genes are
closer genealogically even though they are not identical
(e.g., A and one of the copies of B), compared to two genes
that are more distant genealogically yet identical in
sequence (the two B genes). Such precise information
about gene genealogy is usually not available. For example, from sequence data alone, there is no way of knowing
that one B gene is actually genealogically closer to the A
gene than to its indistinguishable B copy. The only
branches in the gene tree that can be observed from
sequence data are those marked by a mutation. Therefore,
the tree observable from sequence data retains only those
branches that mark the transition from one haplotype to
another. This lower-resolution tree is called a \haplotype
tree." The haplotype tree is the gene tree in which all
branches not marked by a mutational event are collapsed
together. Figure 4B show the haplotype tree corresponding to Figure 4A. The haplotype frequencies in the current
sample are also observable (e.g., haplotype B in Fig. 4 has
two copies in our sample, and all other haplotypes are
present in only one copy), as are the spatial distributions
of the haplotypes when sampling includes more than one
location. Coalescent theory is applicable to both gene and
haplotype trees, but the observable coalescent process
deals only with the evolutionary history of the haplotypes
and their current frequencies and spatial distributions in
the sample.

ESTIMATION OF HAPLOTYPE TREES
If l is very small and Nef is very large, then the occurrence
of both coalescence and mutation during the same generation can be ignored. Therefore, the conditional probability
of a mutation before coalescence given either mutation or
coalescence is:

In most modern studies, haplotypes appear in the form
of DNA sequence data, and hence haplotype trees can be
estimated through the same algorithms and programs
used by molecular systematists to estimate trees of species
from DNA sequence data (Felsenstein, 2004). However,
Prob.(mutation before coalescence j mutation or coalescence) there are some problems and issues that are unique to
intraspeciﬁc haplotype trees that need special attention.
2lð1lÞ2t1 ð11=xNef Þt
¼
Recombination
2lð1lÞ2t1 ð11=xNef Þt þ1=xNef ð1lÞ2t ð11=xNef Þt1
2xNef l2l
Most algorithms for estimating evolutionary trees from
:ð6Þ
¼
2xNef l3lþ1 DNA sequence data assume that all variation arose only
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Fig. 4. Gene trees vs. haplotype trees. A: Same gene tree portrayed in Figure 2, but now with some mutational events added
on. Each mutation creates a new, distinguishable allele, as indicated by a change in the shape of the box containing DNA molecule.
The extinct, ancestral haplotype is shown by an unboxed DNA motif. B: Haplotype tree associated with gene tree in A. The only
observable coalescent events are those associated with mutational change, so each line in this tree represents a single mutational
change. Letters correspond to different allelic categories that exist in the current population.

through mutation. However, recombination can place
mutations that arose in different DNA lineages onto the
same DNA molecule, and thus produce a novel haplotype
that represents a fusion of two (or more) distinct genealogical histories. Recombination undermines the fundamental premise of most tree-estimation programs, and can create phylogenetic ambiguities and phantom \branches"
and \mutations" (Crandall and Templeton, 1999; Templeton et al., 2000a; Posada and Crandall, 2002). Recombination can occur in the nuclear DNA, with the exception of
most of the Y-chromosome. Consequently, it is important
to check for the presence of recombination before (or
simultaneously with) estimating a phylogenetic tree in a
nuclear DNA region, and a variety of programs are available for this purpose (Posada and Crandall, 2001; Posada,
2002; Posada et al., 2002; Tsaousis et al., 2005).
If no recombination is detected, a standard phylogenetic
analysis is possible. If a few, rare recombinants are
detected, they can be excluded from the data set, and a
tree can be estimated for the nonrecombinant haplotypes
(Templeton et al., 1987). Sometimes recombination is common but concentrated into a hotspot with regions of little
or no recombination on either side of the hotspot. In this
case, recombination hotspots are used to subdivide the
DNA region, and separate haplotype trees are estimated

for each low-recombination block (Templeton et al.,
2000b). If recombination is common and uniformly distributed in the DNA region, no haplotype tree exists.

Mutation
Tree-estimation algorithms such as neighbor-joining,
maximum likelihood, and Bayesian procedures have to
specify a model for nucleotide substitution to estimate
evolutionary trees from DNA sequence data. Phylogenetic
inferences from the same human haplotype data sets can
vary, and have varied, under different models of mutation
(Gutierrez et al., 2002). Moreover, many of the coalescentbased procedures for extracting information from haplotype trees and for making demographic inferences using
coalescent theory are also sensitive to the underlying
mutational model (Palsboll et al., 2004). Hence, it is
important to specify an appropriate mutational model for
a given DNA region, and programs are available for this
purpose (Posada and Crandall, 1998; Posada and Buckley,
2004).
Testing the DNA sequence data for its ﬁt to various
models of substitution is important, because the default
model in many programs and coalescent simulations is
a model of uniform mutation (all sites are equally likely to
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mutate), with all mutational transitions equally likely,
given a mutation. Many coalescent statistics couple the
uniform-mutation model with the inﬁnite-sites model that
assumes that each mutation occurs at a different nucleotide site, thereby making it impossible for the same site to
experience multiple mutational hits. Such a mutational
model is unrealistic for much human DNA (Templeton
et al., 2000a; Bacon et al., 2001; Lercher and Hurst, 2002;
Zhao and Boerwinkle, 2002; Tomso and Bell, 2003; Tomatsu et al., 2004; Buzin et al., 2005; Fryxell and Moon,
2005), and can lead to incorrect conclusions (Templeton
et al., 2000a).
The inﬁnite-sites model is sometimes mistakenly equated with the inﬁnite-alleles model (Innan et al., 2005). If
the inﬁnite-sites model is true, then all mutations must
result in new haplotypes, so the inﬁnite-alleles model is
also true. However, if a site mutates more than once during the coalescent process, it will only violate the inﬁnitealleles assumption if the exact same mutation occurs at
the same site and on exactly the same ancestral haplotype
background. This additional restriction means that the
inﬁnite-alleles model is more robust to nonrandom mutation than the inﬁnite-sites model.

Multifurcation and branch lengths
Most interspeciﬁc tree-estimating algorithms assume a
bifurcating tree structure. However, coalescent theory
indicates that the probability of a mutation hitting a particular haplotype is proportional to the frequency of that
haplotype in the population: the more copies of a haplotype, the more likely that at least one copy will experience
a mutation. This means that a common haplotype is likely
to have many mutational hits, resulting in multifurcation.
Hence, a bifurcating tree structure is an inappropriate
assumption for intraspeciﬁc haplotype trees.
Another difference between intra- vs. interspeciﬁc trees
is the expected branch lengths. When a haplotype is hit by
a mutation, it generates a derived haplotype that is only
one mutational step from the ancestral haplotype. Both
the ancestral and derived haplotypes often persist as polymorphisms within a species. Hence, branch lengths of one
mutation are common between haplotypes in many
human haplotype trees. Branches deﬁned by a single
mutation are often assigned low measures of conﬁdence in
interspeciﬁc phylogenies. Yet, small branch lengths deﬁne
the branches that have the greatest statistical conﬁdence
in intraspeciﬁc trees (Templeton et al., 1992).
Statistical parsimony (Templeton et al., 1992; Crandall,
1994) is one of the few tree-estimation methods speciﬁcally designed for intraspeciﬁc haplotype trees. This
method allows multifurcations, and assigns the greatest
statistical conﬁdence to those linkages deﬁned by the least
number of mutational changes. Moreover, this method can
be combined with other information (such as haplotype
frequencies) that, under coalescent theory, allows tree
ambiguities to be resolved (Crandall and Templeton,
1993).

USING HAPLOTYPE TREES FOR
PHYLOGEOGRAPHIC ANALYSES
Intraspeciﬁc phylogeography is the study of the geographical distribution of genetic variation within a species, and the underlying evolutionary processes and
events that created that geographical distribution. Haplotype trees have been a common tool for phylogeographic

inference about human evolution ever since the publication of the human mtDNA haplotype tree (Cann et al.,
1987). As was the norm at the time, Cann et al. (1987) did
not perform any formal phylogeographic analysis, but
instead made their inferences from a visual inspection of
the mtDNA tree and the geographical distribution of its
branches. For example, they inferred that the mtDNA tree
had its root in Africa, and therefore, humanity had its root
in Africa. They saw that all the oldest clades (branches on
the tree) were strictly African, whereas the younger clades
were found in both Africa and outside Africa. Therefore,
they inferred that human populations expanded out of
Africa into Eurasia. Because they found no old branches
of the mtDNA tree in Eurasia and the out-of-Africa expansion was dated, using a molecular clock, to about 100,000
years ago, they concluded that Eurasian populations were
replaced or driven to complete genetic extinction by expanding African populations. This method of visual inspection equates the haplotype tree to a tree of human
populations, with no statistical quantiﬁcation of the conﬁdence in the observed spatial/temporal patterns as a function of sample size and number of sample locations.
Coalescent theory warns us that haplotype trees should
not be equated with trees of populations. Populations can
contain many different haplotype lineages as polymorphisms at any given time, and coalescent theory indicates
that the transfer of shared polymorphic lineages across
historical events or gene-ﬂow processes, followed by subsequent genetic drift, can frequently lead to haplotypetree topologies that are discordant with population-tree
topologies (Avise, 2000). Moreover, population trees need
not exist at all within a species. If a species has extensive
gene ﬂow throughout all parts of its geographic range, the
species would evolve as a single evolutionary lineage, with
no intraspeciﬁc population-tree whatsoever. Instead, local
populations in such a species would be genetically interrelated by a trellis or lattice-like structure, not distinct
branches on a tree. Nevertheless, such a species would
still have haplotype trees for all its DNA regions with no
to little recombination. Consequently, haplotype trees
should never automatically be equated with trees of populations, which need not even exist. Population-level evolutionary forces inﬂuence haplotype trees, but the information about population-level processes and events found in
haplotype trees needs to be extracted carefully and in
light of coalescent theory, and never equated with the haplotype tree itself.
Three different methods for extracting information
about past human evolution from haplotype trees will be
considered here. These methods tend to be most informative on different time scales, and they will be considered
in temporal order from the shallowest to the deepest in
time.

Tracing recent haplotypes
After a new haplotype has been created by mutation, it
exists initially as a single copy at a single point in space
under the inﬁnite-alleles model. Many successful DNA
replication events are needed before this newly arisen
haplotype can become common and spread through space.
As a consequence, many newly arisen haplotypes tend to
be rare in the species as a whole (even though they may be
common in some local demes), and are restricted in their
geographical range. When individuals or populations
bearing such new, globally rare haplotypes move through
space, their movements are traced by these rare haplo-
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types (Richards et al., 2000). Finding such recently arisen,
globally rare, geographically restricted haplotypes is no
longer difﬁcult. When genetic diversity is scored at the
DNA sequence level, haplotypes with these properties are
frequently found in most species. At ﬁrst, this may seem
counterintuitive. Obviously, by deﬁnition, any particular
rare haplotype is rare, but the category of rare haplotypes
is collectively common. Large samples of genes in most
species will reveal many rare haplotypes. When placed
into a haplotype tree, most rare, geographically restricted
haplotypes are located near the tips of the haplotype tree,
indicating that they are indeed newly arisen, as expected
from coalescent theory (Castelloe and Templeton, 1994).
Consequently, ﬁnding recently arisen and globally rare
haplotypes is not difﬁcult in most species, and such haplotypes provide a powerful marker for recent movements
through space of individuals or populations (Richards
et al., 2000).
For example, Thomas et al. (2000) identiﬁed several
Y-chromosomal haplotypes from the tips of the Y-DNA
haplotype tree that were also of restricted geographical
distribution. They surveyed Y-chromosomal variation in
the Lemba, a southern African group who speak a variety
of Bantu languages but claim Jewish ancestry (Wilson
and Goldstein, 2000). According to their oral traditions,
the Lemba are descended from a group of Jewish males
who centuries ago came down the eastern coast of Africa
by boat. Many were lost at sea, but the remainder interbred with local Bantu women, thereby establishing the
ancestors of the current Lemba, who are now found mostly
in South Africa and Zimbabwe. Thomas et al. (2000)
showed that about two-thirds of the Lemba Y chromosomes have a Middle Eastern origin, and one-third a
Bantu origin. Moreover, one particular Y-chromosomal
haplotype is found in frequencies ranging from 0.100–
0.231 in various Jewish populations, but is very rare or
absent from most other human populations. Yet the frequency of this newly arisen, globally rare haplotype is
0.088 in the Lemba of southern Africa, consistent with a
genetic interconnection between the Lemba and Jews of
Middle Eastern origin. In contrast to the Y haplotypes,
there is no evidence of Semitic admixture with the maternally inherited mtDNA (Soodyall 1993), a pattern also
consistent with the oral traditions of the Lemba that the
original admixture involved Jewish men and Bantu
women.
These studies illustrate the richness of detailed inference that studies on newly arisen haplotypes can provide
about recent movements of individuals and populations
through space. However, what about more ancient movements? Because these haplotypes are young in an evolutionary sense, they offer little to no insight into older
movements and historical events. Rare, tip haplotypes are
useful in humans only for inferences going back a few
thousand years at the most, and often less.

Founder analysis
Richards et al. (2000) described a formalized procedure
known as founder analysis that extends haplotype analyses further back in time, and that can detect both migration and backmigration. Less formal but similar applications of founder analysis appeared earlier in the human
genetic literature (Stoneking et al., 1990; Torroni et al.,
1993a,b; Sykes et al., 1995). Richards et al. (2000) focused
on the problem of genetic interchange involving two locations, and speciﬁcally the Near East and Europe over the
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last 50,000 years. The idea is to identify \founder" haplotypes that were introduced from one population into the
other. An initial set of candidate founder haplotypes are
identiﬁed by searching for:

1. Identical haplotypes found in both geographical
areas; and

2. Haplotypes that are either:
a. Inferred internal nodes in the haplotype tree but
that are not actually present in the sample, but
that do have derivatives in the haplotype tree that
are found in both locations; or
b. A haplotype found in only one area, but whose
immediate evolutionary derivatives include at
least one haplotype found in the second area.
One problem with these criteria is deviation from the inﬁnite-alleles model. Such deviations can cause the same haplotype to arise in parallel in different geographical locations. Richards et al. (2000) provided additional criteria
for narrowing the list of candidate founders by using haplotype frequency data in conjunction with the topology of
the haplotype tree. For example, coalescent theory indicates that deviations from the inﬁnite-alleles model due to
recurrent mutation are most likely when the ancestral
haplotype is common in both areas and recurrent mutations produce the same derived, tip haplotype state in parallel in the two regions. Hence, excluding tip haplotypes
derived from common ancestral haplotypes helps eliminate such false matches. Additional and more quantitative
criteria for further exclusions are given in Richards et al.
(2000).
Once a list of founder types has been identiﬁed, haplotype clades derived from the founder haplotypes can be
used to quantify the impact of the migration event in
terms of the percent of the gene pool in the geographical
area that is in the founder clade. Moreover, genetic diversity can be measured within founder clades in the new
geographical area to estimate the founding time in the
new geographical area in mutational units, which can
then be converted into an absolute age if the rate of mutational accumulation has been estimated (usually through
the use of a calibrated, molecular clock). Figure 5 shows
age ranges for founder clades that represent movement
from the Near East into Europe, and collectively account
for 76% of the European mtDNA gene pool (Richards,
2003). As can be seen, this method detected genetic input
into Europe over a broad time period, ranging from the
Neolithic about 9,000 years before the present (YBP) to
the early Upper Palaeolithic, about 45,000 YPB. Moreover, many of these migration events are clustered within
the late Upper Paleolithic (14,500 YPB). The results in
Figure 5 are corrected for backmigration from Europe to
the Near East. When all gene ﬂow was regarded as being
from the Near East to Europe, more gene ﬂow was
detected, and the main cluster of migration moved from
the late Upper Paleolithic to the Neolithic. This shows the
importance of not forcing prior models of one-way gene
ﬂow onto the data. Such assumptions tend to produce selfreinforcing inferences that are not robust to more general
models of genetic interchange.

Nested-clade analysis
The founder analysis of Richards et al. (2000) extends
the use of haplotype trees to migratory events inﬂuencing
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Fig. 5. Age ranges for major founder clades that indicate genetic input from Near East into Europe. Bars by clade names indicate 95% conﬁdence range for age of founder clade in Europe. Percentages by bars indicate percentages of current European
mtDNA gene pool contained within that haplotype clade. Founder clade designations are given in Richards et al. (2000). Modiﬁed
from Richards (2003).

current human population structure to about 50,000 YBP.
Moreover, the founder-analysis approach overlaps temporally with the rare tip-haplotype approach (which is a special case of founder analysis). In principle, haplotype trees
contain information up to the TMRCA, but mostly in the
more recent half of the TMRCA. Even half the TMRCA for
many DNA regions is much older than 50,000 YBP, so
founder analysis does not use all of the historical information that is potentially contained within haplotype trees.
Nested-clade analysis is designed to extract information
from the deeper portions of the haplotype tree, although
its temporal range of utility overlaps with that of founder
analysis.
Nested-clade analysis uses the haplotype tree to deﬁne
a series of hierarchically nested clades (branches within
branches). Such nested hierarchies are commonly used in
comparative evolutionary analyses of species or higher

taxa, but can also be applied to the haplotype variation
found within a species in DNA regions with no or low
recombination. Given a haplotype tree, just a few rules
are sufﬁcient to convert it into a nested series of clades
(Templeton et al., 1987; Templeton and Sing, 1993). For
example, Figure 6 gives the haplotype tree estimated via
statistical parsimony for the human RRM2P4 pseudogene
on the X chromosome (Garrigan et al., 2005). The ﬁrst
step of the nesting procedure is to nest the haplotypes into
one-step clades. This is accomplished by starting at the
tips of the tree (the tip haplotypes in Figure 6 are haplotypes A, C, E, and H), and moving one mutational step
into the interior tree, uniting all haplotypes that are interconnected by such a step into a single clade. After the onestep clades associated with tip haplotypes have been
deﬁned, they are pruned off the tree, and the remaining
interior haplotypes are nested in the same fashion, start-

Fig. 6. Haplotype tree and nested-clade design for human RRM2P4 pseudogene. A: Haplotypes are indicated by capital letters,
and solid lines indicate single mutational change. \0" indicates an interior node that represents a haplotype state necessary to
interconnect sampled haplotypes, but that was not found in sample. Solid boxes indicate one-step clades generated by moving one
mutational step in from tips; dashed boxes indicate one-step clades obtained after the solid boxed set is excluded, followed by moving in one mutational step from tips of pruned tree. B: Tree of one-step clades and resulting two-step clades when same nesting
rules used in A are applied to one-step clades instead of haplotypes.
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TABLE 1. Nested-clade analysis of RRM2P4 pseudogene, using nested design given in Figure 6 and geographical
distribution data given in Garrigan et al. (2005)

Clade

Dc

D1
5,2242
E
0
5,224
I  T3
F
G
2,649S4
H
6,133
IT
3,484S
1-2-11-12 range expansion5
C
A
1,862
B
0
IT
1,862
1
2
3
4
5

Dn
5,265
4,647
617
5,954
7,276
1,322
2,492
6,603
4,111

Clade

1-4
1-3
1-5
IT
1-2
1-1

Dc

Dn

5,241
0

5,831
2,603

6,762
5,833

6,937
3,658

Clade

Dc

Dn

2-3
6,145S
6,485
2-2
0
6,148
2-1
2,949
13,496L
IT
5,905L
863
1-2-3-5-6-7 restricted gene ﬂow with
some long-distance dispersal

Interior clades are indicated by shading.
Distances are given in kilometers.
I  T indicates difference of pooled interior minus pooled tip distances.
Superscript \S" means signiﬁcantly small; superscript \L" means signiﬁcantly large (5% level).
Numbers refer to sequence in inference key, followed by biological conclusion.

ing with the tips of the pruned tree. Pruning and nesting
are repeated as necessary, until all haplotypes and internal nodes in the tree have been placed into one-step
clades, as shown in Figure 6A. Additional nesting rules
are sometimes used to deal with more complex tree topologies and with uncertainties in the estimated haplotype
tree (Templeton and Sing, 1993). The next level of nesting
is achieved by applying the same nesting rules to the onestep clades. This results in a set of two-step clades, as
shown in Figure 6B for the RRM2P4 pseudogene. The
two-step clades are next nested into three-step clades, and
so on until all clades in the tree would be nested into a single category, at which point the nesting stops. For the
RRM2P4 region, there are two tip two-step clades (2-1
and 2-3), both united to the same interior twp-step clade
(2-2) through a single mutational step. Accordingly, the
three-step clade that emerges from the nesting rules
includes the entire tree, so the nesting is stopped at the
level of two-step clades nested within the total tree.
Nested clades contain temporal information. If rooted to
an interior haplotype or node, tip haplotypes or clades
must be younger than the interior haplotype or clade to
which they are connected. This is the case in Figure 6,
where the arrow pointing to the chimpanzee indicates the
root of the tree. Even if the tree were unrooted, coalescent
theory predicts that tips are highly likely to be younger
than the interiors to which they are connected (Castelloe
and Templeton, 1994). Moreover, a clade can be no older
and is generally younger than the clade within which it is
nested. Therefore, both rooted and unrooted trees contain
temporal information in their nested clade hierarchies.
A nested-clade analysis also requires the spatial distribution of haplotypes and clades of haplotypes to be quantiﬁed. The geographical data are quantiﬁed by two distances (Templeton et al., 1995). The ﬁrst is the clade distance, Dc, which measures how widespread the clade is
spatially. When measuring spatial spread with geographical distances, the clade distance is determined by calculating the average latitude and longitude for all observations of the clade in the sample, weighted by the local frequencies of the clade at each location. This estimates the
geographical center for the clade. Next, the great circle
distance (the shortest distance on the surface of a sphere

between two points on the surface) from a location containing one or more members of the clade to the geographical
center is calculated, and these distances are averaged over
all locations containing the clade of interest, once again
weighted by the frequencies of the clade in the local samples. The second measure of geographical distribution of a
haplotype or clade is the nested-clade distance, Dn, which
quantiﬁes how far away a haplotype or clade is located
from those haplotypes or clades to which it is most closely
related evolutionarily, i.e., the clades with which it is
nested into a higher-level clade. For geographical distance,
the ﬁrst step in calculating the nested-clade distance is to
ﬁnd the geographical center for all individuals not only
bearing members of the clade of interest, but also bearing
any other clades that are nested with the clade of interest
at the next higher level of nesting. The nested-clade distance is then calculated as the average distance that an
individual bearing a haplotype from the clade of interest
lies from the geographical center of the nesting clade. Once
again, all averages are weighted by local frequencies. The
clade distances and nested-clade distances are shown in
Table 1 for the RRM2P4 pseudogene, using the nesting
design given in Figure 6.
These distance measures are used to test the null
hypothesis that the haplotypes or clades nested within a
high-level nesting clade show no geographical associations, given their overall frequencies. This null hypothesis
is tested by randomly permuting the observations (the
number of times a clade is observed at a particular sampling location) within a nesting clade across all the sampling locations in which one or more members of the nesting clade are found. The permutation procedure preserves
the overall clade frequencies and sample sizes per locality
(Templeton et al., 1995). After each random permutation,
the clade and nested-clade distances are recalculated. By
doing this a thousand or more times, the distribution of
these distances is simulated under the null hypothesis
that all nested clades, given a ﬁxed overall frequency, are
randomly distributed throughout the geographical range
of the nesting clade. The observed clade and nested-clade
distances are then contrasted to this null distribution, to
infer which distances are statistically signiﬁcantly large
and which are signiﬁcantly small. The distances at the
RRM2P4 pseudogene that are signiﬁcantly large at the
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5% level are indicated by a superscript \L" in Table 1, and
those signiﬁcantly small by a superscript \S." The absolute value of the distance alone does not determine signiﬁcance; rather, signiﬁcance is a function of both the spatial
distribution of the clade and its frequency. For example,
haplotype B in Table 1 has a clade distance of 0 km, which
is not signiﬁcantly small. In contrast, haplotype G has a
clade distance of 2,649 km, which is signiﬁcantly small at
the 0.1% level. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is
that haplotype B occurred only once in the total sample.
Because the permutation procedure preserves the marginal frequencies, the single observation of haplotype B
must always be placed at a single location when being permuted across the locations that haplotypes A and B collectively share, which always results in a clade distance of
zero. Hence, given its frequency, haplotype B must have
Dc ¼ 0, so the clade distance of zero is without statistical
signiﬁcance (this points out the danger once again of making inferences from how a haplotype tree overlays upon
space without any assessment of sample sizes). In contrast, haplotype G occurs six times in the overall sample,
with ﬁve observations from two locations in Africa, and
one observation from Europe. Haplotypes G and H (members of the nesting clades 1–5 in Fig. 6) are collectively
found in Africa, Europe, Asia, North America, and South
America. The permutation procedure reveals that is
extremely unlikely that six observations would show such
a tight geographical clustering over such a broad geographical range if both haplotypes G and H were indeed
homogeneously distributed geographically. Such calculations are preformed by the computer program GEODIS
(Posada et al., 2002).
Additional distance measures are generated by subtracting the average of the clade distances for all the tips
pooled together from the corresponding average for the
older interiors. This is also done for nested-clade distances. Pooling increases the sample size, and thereby augments statistical power. The average interior-tip difference captures the temporal contrast of old vs. young
within a nesting clade. These interior-tip differences are
also shown in Table 1 for the RRM2P4 locus.
Statistical signiﬁcance is not the same as biological signiﬁcance. Statistical signiﬁcance tells us that the measures we are calculating are based on a sufﬁcient number
of observations that we can be conﬁdent that geographical
associations exist with the haplotype tree. To arrive at biological signiﬁcance, we must examine how various types
of recurrent gene ﬂow or historical events can create speciﬁc patterns of geographical association. Moreover, some
statistically signiﬁcant geographical associations are biologically uninterpretable. For example, suppose a geographically widespread species is characterized by gene
ﬂow with isolation by distance. However, if one only
sampled local populations from two separate geographical
clusters that were very distant from one another and did
not sample geographically intermediate populations, the
result would be two genetically differentiated geographical clusters. Such a pattern could be confused with fragmentation, and the pattern associated with isolation by
distance would only become apparent when geographically intermediate populations were sampled. Nestedclade analysis therefore addresses the issue of biological
interpretation though an explicit inference key that uses
predictions from coalescent theory, and that checks for
sampling artifacts.
Consider, for example, the patterns expected with gene
ﬂow constrained by isolation by distance. When a muta-
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tion ﬁrst occurs, the resulting new haplotype is found only
in its area of origin. With each passing generation, a haplotype lineage that persists has a greater and greater
chance of spreading to additional locations via restricted
gene ﬂow. Hence, the clade distances should increase with
time under a model of restricted gene ﬂow. Moreover,
newer haplotypes are found within the geographical range
of the ancestral haplotype from which they were derived
(taking into account sampling error), and since geographical centers move slowly under isolation by distance, the
clade and nested distances should yield similar patterns
of statistical signiﬁcance.
Consider now the patterns expected by a range expansion involving the movement of a whole population. When
range expansion occurs, those haplotypes found in the
ancestral population that was the source of the range
expansion will become widespread geographically (large
clade distances). This will sometimes include relatively
young haplotypes or clades that are globally rare and
often restricted just to the ancestral area (recall the discussion of rare, tip haplotypes). However, some of those
young, rare haplotypes in the ancestral source population
can be carried along with the population range expansion,
resulting in clade distances that are large for their frequency. An example of this is shown in Table 1 for the
RRM2P4 locus. Within nesting clades 1–5, the older haplotype (G) is restricted mostly to Africa and has a signiﬁcantly small clade distance of 2,649 km, whereas the
younger tip haplotype (H) is found in Asia and the Americas with a clade distance of 6,133 km, thereby having a
much wider geographical distribution than its immediate
ancestral haplotype. This is exactly the opposite of the
pattern associated with isolation by distance, and indicates a range expansion. Moreover, because the ancestral
haplotype is found almost exclusively in Africa, this represents an expansion out of Africa.
Other patterns can lead to the inference of range expansion, and there are other expected patterns for additional
evolutionary forces and events. No single test/statistic discriminates between recurrent gene ﬂow, past fragmentation, and past range expansion; rather, it is a pattern
formed from several statistics that allows discrimination.
Also, many different patterns can lead to the same biological conclusion because a single evolutionary event or process can have multiple genetic impacts. Moreover, as
pointed out above, a statistically signiﬁcant pattern can
still be biologically ambiguous because of inadequate geographical sampling. Finally, nested-clade analysis searches out multiple, overlying patterns within the same data
set. In light of these complexities in biological and sampling interpretation (which reﬂect reality), an inference
key was provided as an appendix to Templeton et al.
(1995), with the latest version being available at http://
darwin.uvigo.es/ along with the program GEODIS for implementing nested-clade analyses. The inference key was extensively validated by applying nested-clade analysis to actual
data sets with 150 a priori expectations (Templeton, 2004b).
The inference key makes few errors, with the most common
error being failure to detect an expected event. Only rarely
did a nested-clade analysis result in a false positive.
Although the analysis of Templeton (2004b) showed that
the inference key works well with actual data sets,
Knowles and Maddison (2002) claimed that the inference
key yields a high false-positive rate with simulated data.
There is widespread misunderstanding of exactly what
these simulations show, because the details of the simulations were not published in Knowles and Maddison (2002),
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and were only posted on their website many months after
publication of their paper. Knowles and Maddison (2002)
simulated only one situation: a case in which every local
population is completely isolated from all other local populations. This situation was called \microvicariance" by
Templeton et al. (1995, p. 773), and was explicitly excluded
from the inference key. Instead, a different test was published to deal with microvicariant fragmentation (Hutchison and Templeton, 1999). The inference key had been
designed to yield an inconclusive inference under microvicariance, so the report by Knowles and Maddison (2002)
that the inference key inferred the wrong historical process between 75–80% of the time is still troubling. However,
a detailed examination of their simulation undercuts this
conclusion.
First, Knowles and Maddison (2002) only ran 10 simulated replicates of their single scenario, thereby insuring
that their results had no statistical signiﬁcance. Most simulation studies involve hundreds to tens of thousands of
replicates to ensure statistical validity, so the simulations
of Knowles and Maddison (2002) were deﬁcient by several
orders of magnitude below the normal standards of the
simulation literature.
Second, each isolate in their simulations had an inbreeding effective size of 10,000, and the time between
fragmentation events that resulted in microvicariance
was 5,000 generations within a total simulated time of
10,000 generations. Given that the expected coalescence
time within each of their simulated local populations was
40,000 generations (see Basic Coalescent Theory, above),
the parameter choices of Knowles and Maddison (2002)
ensured the retention of much ancestral polymorphism
across isolates. Inferring temporally shallow (relative to
coalescent time) fragmentation events is difﬁcult for any
technique. Knowles and Maddison (2002) advocated a
computer-simulation approach to phylogeographic inference (which will be discussed in more detail below), and
the original version of their paper (provided by Knowles)
focused on how well their computer-simulation test statistic performed on the simulated data. However, they evaluated their test statistic only under the simulated case of
microvicariance and panmixia, and found that their statistic correctly discriminated in favor of microvicariance
over panmixia. The incorrect inferences in the nestedclade analysis concerned discriminating between fragmentation and isolation by distance. Hence, a true comparison would involve discrimination between fragmentation and isolation by distance for both techniques. When
this change was made in the manuscript of Knowles and
Maddison (2002), they decided to drop the entire section
on their statistic, and instead inserted a single sentence
that their test also had \poor performance" with these
simulated data sets. There is no statistic that can deal
decisively with the difﬁcult situation that they simulated,
including their own.
Third, Knowles and Maddison (2002) made extremely
unrealistic sampling assumptions. They assumed that
only 10 individuals were sampled from each isolate of
10,000, but they assumed exhaustive sampling of all isolates. None of the actual data sets analyzed by nestedclade analysis corresponded to such a peculiar sampling
situation (Templeton, 2004b). Templeton (2004b) redid all
of the analyses reported in Knowles and Maddison (2002),
but with the more realistic assumption that not all local
populations were sampled. When this single change was
made in the sampling assumptions, the 10 simulated data
sets in Knowles and Maddison (2002) no longer yielded

false-positive rates between 75–80%, but instead, 82% of
the inferences were inconclusive (Templeton, 2004b).
Hence, under sampling conditions that typify real data
sets, the inference key performs as it should when dealing
with microvicariance. Hence, the simulation studies of
Knowles and Maddison (2002) actually showed the excellent performance of nested-clade analysis when dealing
with a scenario outside the domain of the inference key.
Felsenstein (2004, p. 484) also criticized nested-clade
analysis, claiming that it did \not attempt to take into
account the uncertainty of the estimate of the tree." This
criticism has no basis in fact. Nested-clade analysis was
ﬁrst developed for looking at genotype-phenotype associations (Templeton et al., 1987), and uncertainty in the estimate of the haplotype tree was explicitly incorporated into
nested-clade analysis before it was ever applied to phylogeography (Templeton and Sing, 1993). Indeed, the very
ﬁrst nested-clade phylogeographic analysis (executed before
the technique was completely formalized) was an analysis
of human mtDNA that explicitly incorporated the uncertainty in the haplotype tree into the nested design (Templeton, 1993). Every nested-clade analysis performed by the
author has incorporated tree uncertainty (when it exists).
In particular, all data sets, without exception, that were
analyzed for human phylogeographic inference were
assessed for uncertainty in the haplotype tree. Only the
inferences that were robust to that tree uncertainty were
given (Templeton, 2002, 2005). Hence, the critique of Felsenstein (2004) is patently false.
Recently, Eswaran et al. (2005) cited Felsenstein (2004)
as their sole support for a claim that nested-clade analysis
\is regarded with skepticism by population geneticists."
This assertion can be readily tested by examining the citation history of the basic paper outlining this method (Templeton et al., 1995). As of September 7, 2005, this paper
was cited in the journal literature 331 times, with 207 of
these citations being since 2002. These citations are mostly
by authors who used this technique to analyze their data.
Another way of accessing the accuracy of the statement by
Eswaran et al. (2005) is to look at recent issues of the journal Molecular Ecology, the premier journal that publishes
articles on intraspeciﬁc phylogeography. In the most
recent issue at the time of this writing (volume 14, number
10, 2005), six articles were published on intraspeciﬁc phylogeography using haplotype data, and four of them used
nested-clade analysis. This is typical for issues of this journal published over the last several years. Contrary to the
claim of Eswaran et al. (2005), nested-clade analysis is one
of the standard and most widely used analytical tools in
the ﬁeld of intraspeciﬁc phylogeography.
Despite its strengths, nested-clade analysis should not
be regarded as the only tool to be used in intraspeciﬁc phylogeography. As illustrated in Table 1, inferences from
nested-clade analysis can extend back to a time when
there were just a handful of variable DNA lineages
present, but it loses power as one approaches the present.
Rare tip haplotype analysis and founder analysis are more
appropriate for shallower times. Collectively, these three
methodologies allow inferences from the recent, historical
past back to ancient portions of a haplotype tree. This
broad time range of inference is beyond the capabilities of
any one of these analyses by itself.

Multilocus nested-clade analysis
The analyses described above collectively cover a broad
time range, but they all share a serious limitation: all the
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analyses described above are based on a single locus or
DNA region (because of its lack of recombination, the
entire mtDNA genome behaves as a single locus in evolution). Single-locus analyses have many severe restrictions
on the inferences that can be made from them.
First, recall that the only branches in the coalescent
process that are observable are those marked by a mutation. Mutations are required at the right place and time
for population-level events or processes to have an observable effect on genetic variation and its spatial distribution.
This means that any one DNA region will in general mark
only a subset of the events and processes that have
affected the evolutionary history of the species. Hence,
any single haplotype tree provides at best an incomplete
view of the species’ evolutionary history, and the analysis
of data sets with prior expectations reveals that the most
common error of nested-clade analysis is the failure to
detect an event (Templeton, 2004b). Human evolutionary
history is not the same as the evolutionary history of the
haplotype variation found in mtDNA or any other DNA
region. A fuller view of human evolutionary history
requires that many DNA regions be studied.
Second, the frequency and distribution of haplotypes at
a particular locus may have been skewed by natural selection. If the focus of one’s study is on the historical events
and gene-ﬂow patterns that have inﬂuenced human evolution, such loci may be misleading. Selection tends to operate in an idiosyncratic fashion at each locus, so patterns
induced by selection tend to be locus-speciﬁc. However, if
an inference is based on a single locus or DNA region, it is
difﬁcult to separate the idiosyncratic features induced by
selection from the more universal signals associated with
a shared evolutionary history and demographic processes.
Third, the coalescent process itself is random, so even a
neutral DNA region can sometimes produce unusual patterns just by chance. As with selection, this means that
the inferences drawn from a single locus can sometimes
be misleading, but typically in an idiosyncratic fashion.
Fourth, coalescent theory predicts, and observations
conﬁrm (Fig. 3), that there is much variation in the time to
coalescence from one DNA region to the next. The phylogenetic information in a haplotype tree is generally
exhausted sometime between half of the TMRCA and the
TMRCA (Templeton, 2002), which varies substantially
from locus to locus (Fig. 3). On the other end of the time
scale, a haplotype tree can only capture information marked by a mutation, and these mutational markers become
less and less likely on coming closer to the present, but are
more likely for those DNA regions with higher mutation
rates. Hence, every DNA region has its own unique and
limited temporal window into the past.
Fifth, nested-clade analysis requires multiple tests of the
null hypothesis of no geographical associations, but biological inferences come from the patterns of several tests. This
makes it difﬁcult to do a multiple-test correction.
A multilocus analysis with integrated and cross-validated inference addresses all ﬁve of these limitations.
With multiple loci, it is much more likely that an event or
process had been marked by an appropriately timed and
placed mutation at some loci, so there will be fewer false
negatives. Also, multiple loci can collectively cover a much
broader time range than just one locus, so the temporal
breadth of the analysis is greatly augmented. Requiring
inferences to be cross-validated by two or more loci
reduces the rate of false positives that can arise either by
chance in the coalescent process or by selection operating
upon a particular locus. Cross-validation is also a stand-

ard, and often more powerful, substitute for multiple-test
correction. Consequently, multiple-locus analysis provides
a fuller and more reliable inference structure than is possible with any one single-locus or DNA region.
Templeton (2004a) provided a formal maximum likelihood framework for cross-validation of inferences when
nested-clade analyses are applied to multiple loci. An
inference is concordant across loci when more than one
locus infers the same type of event or process (e.g., a population range expansion) in the same locations (e.g., a
range expansion out-of-Africa into Eurasia) at the same
time (e.g., an out-of-Africa range expansion 100,000 years
ago). Judging the ﬁrst two types of concordance is
straightforward as they are categorical variables, but temporal concordance requires a quantitative framework. The
age of mutations or haplotypes that mark events or processes is commonly estimated using phylogenetic approaches and the assumption of the molecular clock, but often
these estimates do not reﬂect the considerable evolutionary stochasticity of the coalescent process itself. To incorporate this source of error, Templeton (1993) used earlier
theoretical work (Kimura, 1970; Tajima, 1983) to show
that the age of a node in a haplotype tree can be regarded
as a random variable with a gamma probability distribution function with mean given by T, the standard phylogenetic estimator of age of the node, and variance given by:
r2 ¼

T2
ð1 þ kÞ

ð8Þ

where k is the number of mutations that have accumulated in the descendants of the node whose age is estimated to be T. Equation 8 incorporates two sources of error
into the variance associated with T. First, the numerator
of Equation 8 is T2, reﬂecting the evolutionary stochasticity of the coalescent process itself, in which the variance is
proportional to the square of the mean (Hudson, 1990;
Donnelly and Tavare, 1995). The other factor that inﬂuences the variance is k, the number of mutations that are
used to age the event. Because k is generally very small for
recent events, phylogenetic dating procedures are often
unreliable for recent events (Rannala and Bertorelle,
2001). Accordingly, this approach will only be applied to
events in human evolutionary history that are about
100,000 years old or older.
Equation 8 is applicable only to species that have been
evolving as a single evolutionary lineage, with no longterm fragmentation events or isolates that have contributed to the present-day population. This assumption is
justiﬁed for humans over our recent evolutionary past
(Templeton, 2002). Given that the estimated ages can be
treated as gamma-distributed, a maximum likelihood
framework can be created for testing many hypotheses,
including temporal concordance across loci. When the
hypothesis of concordance is not rejected, this same framework can be used for estimating ages and conﬁdence intervals based on multiple loci (Templeton, 2004a).
Templeton (2005) performed nested-clade phylogeographic analyses upon the 25 loci or DNA regions indicated
in Figure 3, followed by cross-validation of inferences with
the maximum likelihood testing framework. The inferences older than 100,000 years, using a 6 MYA calibration
for the divergence of chimpanzees and humans, fell into
two types. First, the 25 loci collectively yielded 15 inferences of range expansion involving African and Eurasian
populations (Fig. 7). The log likelihood ratio test rejects
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Fig. 7. Gamma distributions for ages of range expansion events involving Africa and Eurasia, all of which are out-of-Africa
events when geographical origin is unambiguous. X-axis gives age in millions of years before present; y-axis gives gamma probability distribution, f(t), ﬁtted to data from particular locus or DNA region. Because probability mass is so concentrated close to y-axis
for several genes, gamma distribution was divided by seven for mtDNA, by four for Y-DNA, and by two for HFE, HS571B2, and
RRM2P4 to yield better visual presentation. Age distributions fall into three clusters, shown by thin lines, medium lines, and thick
lines, respectively.

the null hypothesis that all 15 events are temporally concordant, with a probability value of 3.89 3 1015. An
inspection of Figure 7 reveals that the time distributions
for the 15 events cluster into three distinct groupings.
Accordingly, the null hypotheses of temporal concordance
within each of these three groupings were tested, and in
all cases the null hypothesis of temporal concordance could
not be rejected (P ¼ 0.95 for the most recent expansion outof-Africa, P ¼ 0.51 for the middle expansion, and P ¼ 0.62
for the oldest expansion). Hence, multilocus nested-clade
analysis indicates that at least three expansions occurred
out-of-Africa into Eurasia, at 1.9 MYA (with a 95% conﬁdence interval of 0.99–3.10 MYA), 0.65 MYA (95% conﬁdence interval of 0.39–0.97 MYA), and 0.13 MYA (95% conﬁdence interval of 0.096–0.169 MYA). Each of these expansion events is cross-validated by multiple loci or DNA
regions (Fig. 7). These dates overlay well upon the fossil
and archaeological record, with the ﬁrst expansion corresponding to the original expansion of Homo erectus out of
Africa into Eurasia (Aguirre and Carbonell, 2001; BarYosef and Belfer-Cohen, 2001; Antón et al., 2002; Vekua
et al., 2002) and the development of a culture capable of
keeping impaired individuals alive for many years (Lordkipanidze et al., 2005). The second expansion corresponds
to the spread of Acheulean culture into much of Eurasia
after an earlier African origin (Asfaw et al., 1992; Hou
et al., 2000) and the initiation of a substantial increase in
cranial capacity (Ruff et al., 1997; Relethford, 2001b;

Rightmire, 2004). The most recent expansion out of Africa
corresponds to the spread of several anatomically modern
traits into Eurasia after an earlier African origin (Stringer,
2002; White et al., 2003).
There were also 19 inferences of gene ﬂow, mostly restricted by isolation by distance, between Africa and Eurasia (Fig. 8). Because gene ﬂow is a recurrent process
rather than an event, there is no expectation that all the
time estimates should be homogeneous across loci. In this
case, cross-validation can be measured by degree of overlap of the gamma distributions across loci. Only one locus,
MX1, which was an outlier in the original and more limited multilocus nested-clade analysis (Templeton 2002),
has the bulk of its probability mass in the Pliocene (not
shown in Fig. 8), whereas all other gamma distributions
show extensive overlap across loci throughout the Pleistocene. In contrast to the 15 inferences of expansion events
(Fig. 7), the 18 inferences of Pleistocene gene ﬂow show no
clustering (Fig. 8). This continuum implies that gene ﬂow
restricted by isolation by distance was a recurrent evolutionary force throughout the Pleistocene, with no lengthy
interruptions. The 18 cross-validated loci indicating Pleistocene gene ﬂow jointly indicate that such African/Eurasian gene ﬂow occurred as far back as 1.46 MYA with 95%
conﬁdence (Templeton, 2005). Thus, recurrent gene ﬂow
between African and Eurasian populations goes back to
the Lower Pleistocene and was established at or shortly
after the initial spread of Homo erectus out of Africa.
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Fig. 8. Distributions for ages of youngest clade contributing to signiﬁcant inference of restricted gene ﬂow, primarily with isolation by distance. X-axis gives age in millions of years before present; y-axis gives gamma probability distribution, f(t). Genes or
DNA regions yielding these distributions are, as ordered by their peak values of f(t) going from left to right: Xq13.1, MSN/ALAS2,
HFE, FIX, HFE, G6PD, bHb, ECP, RRM2P4, EDN, PDHA1, CYP1A2, FUT2, FUT6, FUT6, FUT2, CYP1A2, CCR5, and MX1. Curve
for MX1 is shown as dashed line, to emphasize its outlier status (Templeton, 2002). Several other inferences of restricted gene ﬂow
that were too recent to date phylogenetically are not shown, and are not used in analyses.

A number of additional hypotheses can be tested using
the distributions shown in Figures 7 and 8. For example,
there has been much controversy in the literature as to
whether out-of-Africa expansions were accompanied by
the total genetic extinction of contemporary Eurasian populations and their replacement by the expanding African
population. Because all 25 loci were sampled only from living humans, all inference is limited to past human populations that left descendents today. Therefore, if total
replacement had occurred in the past, any earlier signal
involving Eurasian populations would have been erased.
The Acheulean expansion is no older than 1.05 MYA with
99% conﬁdence, using the cross-validated conﬁdence
interval. The null hypothesis that none of the inferences
involving Eurasian populations (Figs. 7, 8) are older than
1.05 MYA is rejected with P ¼ 0.035 when MX1 is
excluded (Templeton, 2005). Hence, the expanding African
populations with the Acheulean culture did not totally
replace the Eurasian populations they encountered, but
rather interbred with at least some of them. Similarly, the
most recent out-of-Africa expansion is no older than 0.177
MYA with 99% conﬁdence. Excluding MX1, the null
hypothesis that no other event or process involving Eurasian populations is older than 0.177 is rejected with a
probability of less than 1017. Hence, the recent out-ofAfrica replacement hypothesis is overwhelmingly rejected.

Figure 9 summarizes the cross-validated, statistically
signiﬁcant conclusions from the nested-clade analysis of
25 genes or DNA regions. As seen in Figure 9, the breadth
and precision of inference from a multilocus analysis far
exceed that possible with any single locus.
The strong rejection of the recent out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis is particularly noteworthy, as this hypothesis has dominated much of the discussion of recent
human evolution over the last couple of decades (Stringer
and Andrews, 1988; Vigilant et al., 1991; Stringer, 2002).
Moreover, a recent analysis claimed that the genetic data
\clearly" support the out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis (Ray et al., 2005). The basis of this discrepancy stems
from fundamental issues in statistical philosophy, as
debated by Knowles and Maddison (2002) and Templeton
(2004b). Knowles and Maddison (2002) advocated a computer-simulation approach to phylogeographic inference,
and Table 2 summarizes the differences between the multilocus nested-clade and the simulation approach. Both
procedures have legitimate uses in phylogeographic inference (Templeton, 2004b), with nested-clade analysis being
appropriate when a prior model of evolutionary history is
not known in detail, and the simulation approach being
appropriate when one wants to examine a small set of possible, detailed alternatives. The inference universe of the
simulation approach is completely limited to this ﬁnite
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Fig. 9. Model of recent human evolution, as inferred from nested-clade analysis. All inferences are cross-validated by two or
more genes, and are statistically signiﬁcant at least at 5% level. Major expansions of human populations are indicated by arrows,
and time periods for out-of-Africa are 95% conﬁdence limits. Genetic descent is indicated by vertical lines, and gene ﬂow by diagonal lines. Events or processes less than 100,000 years old are not dated.

set. The importance of this set was shown earlier by the
statistic given in the original version of the manuscript by
Knowles and Maddison (2002) (Knowles, personal communication) that discriminated well in favor of fragmentation
when the inference universe was limited to fragmentation
and panmixia, but had \poor performance" when the
inference universe was expanded to include isolation by
distance. Hence, what appears to be excellent discrimination among alternatives can be transformed into no discrimination simply by expanding the universe of alterna-

tive models. Unless extensive prior information exists that
only a ﬁnite set of detailed alternatives is at all plausible,
the inferences based on computer simulation have no general validity.
The number of models and debates over them in the
recent literature indicate that such detailed prior information does not exist for recent human evolution. In this
regard, Ray et al. (2005) did not consider a model with an
Acheulean expansion or a model with out-of-Africa expansion coupled with some interbreeding, even though both
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TABLE 2. Contrast between multilocus nested-clade approach and computer-simulation approach to intraspeciﬁc
phylogeographic inference1
Property
Choosing
phylogeographic
model
Biological inference

Procedure for dealing
with inference error
Nature of
hypotheses tested

1

Multilocus NCA

Computer simulation

No prior model is speciﬁed.
Final inferred model emerges
from data analysis.
Biological inferences are drawn
from statistically signiﬁcant
geographical associations,
using explicit a priori criteria
drawn from coalescent theory.
Individual inferences are cross-validated
across loci for type, location, and time.
Hypotheses are phrased as null hypotheses within
formal maximum-likelihood framework
that can be rejected with quantiﬁable
probabilities.

Finite set of prior models
is speciﬁed in great detail.
Final model is limited to this set.
Computer simulations are
used to determine relative goodness
of ﬁt of data to ﬁnite set of prior
biological models, favoring model
with highest relative ﬁt.
Goodness-of-ﬁt statistic distribution
is determined through replicate
simulations.
Goodness-of-ﬁt criteria lack
quantiﬁable probabilities for
rejecting alternatives or models
not in original a priori inference set.

NCA, nested-clade approach.

were indicated by prior genetic analyses (Relethford,
2001b; Templeton, 2002), and they recognized these models as being potentially more realistic. Hence, the model
shown in Figure 9 lies completely outside the inference
universe of Ray et al. (2005), so none of their results are
relevant to the relative merits of the out-of-Africa replacement model vs. the model shown in Figure 9. In contrast,
inferences are data driven in the multilocus nested-clade
analysis and not limited by prior beliefs. For example, the
Achuelean expansion was not part of any of the major
models of recent human evolution that have been debated
for the last 20 years, yet this completely unexpected inference emerged from the nested-clade analysis and overlies
well upon the fossil and archaeological data.
The computer-simulation approach also requires detailed information within each of the plausible alternatives. Ray et al. (2005) claimed that they used \an approach based on realistic simulations." For example, their
simulations of the out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis
assume that the total human population size between
900,000–120,000 years ago was 20,000. They obtained this
\realistic" number from estimates of the inbreeding effective size of humans (discussed below), but \realistic" simulations should be based on census sizes, not effective
sizes. The inbreeding effective size of Pleistocene human
populations is compatible with a census size of 300,000
(Eller, 2002), a ﬁgure more consistent with a nongenetic
estimate of around half a million individuals during the
Pleistocene (Weiss, 1984). So what is the \realistic" number for the total human population in Africa and Eurasia:
20,000 or 500,000? A large number of other demographic
parameters have to be speciﬁed in order to perform the
simulations, and even less information exists about these
parameters. Given this lack of knowledge, it is impossible
to deﬁne what is \realistic." Moreover, the goodness of ﬁt
of the alternative models can be measured in several
ways, and it is not always obvious which is the most
appropriate. For example, Ray et al. (2005) measured the
ﬁt of their prior models to the data through the pairwise
genetic distance statistic RST. Interestingly, two species of
African ungulates, sampled at the same locations, yield
statistically indistinguishable values of a closely related
statistic, FST, but had completely different phylogeographic histories under nested-clade analysis (Templeton,
1998). Hence, the goodness of ﬁt of alternative models
could be extremely sensitive to the statistic used to meas-

ure that ﬁt. Do these details matter? A strong indication
that such details do indeed matter is provided by contrasting the work of Ray et al. (2005) with that of Eswaran
et al. (2005). Both sets of authors claimed to test the outof-Africa replacement hypothesis vs. a multiregional
model with restricted gene ﬂow with the computer-simulation approach. Both claimed that the simulations clearly
discriminate between these two hypotheses. The trouble
is that Ray et al. (2005) claimed that they \unambiguously
distinguish" in favor of the out-of-Africa replacement
model over the multiregional model with gene ﬂow, and
Eswaran et al. (2005) claimed that their simulations show
that \genomics refutes an exclusively African origin of
humans" and that \living human populations carry
within them a substantial genetic inheritance that had its
origins in non-African archaics." So whose simulations do
we believe? The two sets of simulations differed in many
of the detailed demographic parameters that are required
to execute a simulation, differed in the statistics used to
measure goodness of ﬁt, and differed in the data they considered. Any one of these factors or any combination could
be behind their opposite conclusions. What is clear is that
the computer simulations considered in toto do not discriminate between the out-of-Africa replacement model
and the multiregional model with restricted gene ﬂow,
and they certainly do not discriminate between either of
these models with the model shown in Figure 9, which lies
completely outside both of their inference spaces. The contradictory results of Ray et al. (2005) and Eswaran et al.
(2005) collectively have little value in elucidating recent
human evolution.
Both Ray et al. (2005) and Eswaran et al. (2005) also
claimed to be testing the out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis, but neither paper contains a test of this hypothesis.
Ray et al. (2005) showed that their out-of-Africa simulation explains four times more variance in population differentiation than the best of their simulated multiregional
models, but what does this mean? Is this result signiﬁcant
at the 5% level, the 1% level, etc.? Despite their claims to
quantify the \likelihood of this model," no likelihoods are
given, no P-values are given, and no actual test of the outof-Africa replacement model is given. All that is given is
the difference in goodness of ﬁt along with a subjective,
nonquantitative assessment of the signiﬁcance of these differences. The same is true for Eswaran et al. (2005). In
contrast, the multilocus nested-clade analysis tests the
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out-of-Africa replacement model as a null hypothesis with
an explicit likelihood ratio test, yielding a chi-square statistic of 118.18 with 17 degrees of freedom and a P-value of
less than 1017 (Templeton, 2005). Despite the verbal
claims, the computer-simulation approaches have not
tested the out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis in any
meaningful statistical sense, and they are incapable of
deﬁning the model that best describes recent human evolutionary history because they only look at a small number
of prior possibilities, while excluding many realistic alternatives from their inference space. Multilocus nestedclade analysis can both test hypotheses through the welldeﬁned and accepted framework of maximum likelihood,
and allow the data, rather than prior belief, to deﬁne the
model that best describes recent human evolution (Fig. 9).

HAPLOTYPE TREES WITH ANCIENT DNA
The inferences given above are all based on samples of
current DNA, and as such, they are limited to past populations that have left genetic descendants in present-day
humanity. This feature allowed the replacement hypotheses to be tested, and both a recent out-of-Africa replacement and an Acheulean replacement were rejected. In both
cases, this is a rejection of the hypothesis of total Eurasian
replacement, and allows the possibility that some Eurasian populations did indeed go to genetic extinction. One
way of addressing the question of whether or not a particular population went extinct is to sample their DNA directly
from fossils. This approach was applied to the possibility of
replacement of European Neanderthals by more anatomically modern forms between 30,000–40,000 years ago.
Working with ancient DNA is difﬁcult. Because mtDNA
is much more abundant than nuclear DNA, almost all
DNA so far obtained from Neanderthal fossils is mtDNA.
Ancient DNA is subject to damage over time, and resulting lesions can create mutational artifacts (Caldararo and
Gabow, 2000; Hansen et al., 2001). One test for artifacts
makes use of the considerable age range found in the
Neanderthal fossils used as sources for DNA. If the apparent divergence is real, then the oldest Neanderthal samples should tend to be closest to current human mtDNA
because they are temporally closer to the common ancestral sequence for Neanderthal and modern human
mtDNA. In contrast, if DNA damage has made a large
contribution to the apparent divergence, then the oldest
Neanderthal sequences should be the furthest from those
of modern humans. The latter pattern is true (Gutierrez
et al., 2002). Because the samples are small, one could
argue that just by chance the oldest Neanderthal sequences just happened to come from an abnormally highly
divergent lineage of Neanderthal mtDNA, but these
results indicate that DNA damage cannot be discounted
as a signiﬁcant source of error in these studies. In addition, ancient DNA extracts induce mutational artifacts in
a nonrandom fashion, such that the same artifacts are
independently created in controlled experiments (Pusch
and Bachmann, 2004). Many of the sites at which these
artifacts repeatedly occur are the same sites observed in
Neanderthal mtDNA divergence (Pusch and Bachmann,
2004). These results indicate that great caution should be
exercised in interpreting ancient DNA sequence data.
When Neanderthal mtDNA is added on to the contemporary human mtDNA haplotype tree, using chimpanzees
as an outgroup, the oldest branching event is a split
between a clade containing all the Neanderthal mtDNA
and a clade containing all modern human mtDNA. This

pattern was interpreted as meaning that there was no or
extremely little interbreeding between Neanderthals and
their more anatomically modern contemporaries, and that
Neanderthals perhaps represent a distinct species from
Homo sapiens (Krings et al., 2000; Caramelli et al., 2003;
Knight, 2003; Currat and Excofﬁer, 2004; Serre et al.,
2004; Lalueza-Fox et al., 2005). However, there are difﬁculties with these conclusions.
First, the degree of divergence between modern human
and Neanderthal mtDNA is much smaller than the corresponding divergence between subspecies of chimpanzees
(Curnoe and Thorne, 2003), making the elevation of Neanderthals into a separate species on the basis of mtDNA
highly questionable. Second, and more importantly, the
tree topology indicating separate Neanderthal and modern
human clades is based on only a few sites, because only
small fragments of fossil mtDNA have been studied. It is
therefore critical to make a statistical assessment of the
estimated tree vs. alternatives that place Neanderthal and
modern human mtDNA into a single clade. Gutierrez et al.
(2002) performed such a statistical assessment, and discovered that there was no signiﬁcant discrimination
between these two hypotheses of tree topology. Moreover,
Gutierrez et al. (2002) showed that 27% of the humanNeanderthal pairwise genetic differences were lower than
the largest modern human-modern human genetic difference, indicating that Neanderthal sequences are not so different from those of extant humans. The lack of any statistically signiﬁcant evidence that Neanderthal mtDNA was
a separate clade indicates that it is premature to elevate
Neanderthals to a separate species on the basis of fossil
DNA.
Regardless of the topological position of Neanderthal
mtDNA in the human mtDNA haplotype tree, Neanderthal mtDNA is nevertheless distinct and therefore potentially informative about interbreeding between Neanderthals and more modern-looking human populations. The
failure to ﬁnd Neanderthal-like sequences in contemporary and fossil modern humans is often interpreted to
mean that there was no interbreeding with Neanderthals.
This conclusion is also premature.
First, mtDNA is incapable biologically of completely
reﬂecting a population’s evolutionary history and of rejecting the hypothesis of admixture. MtDNA is sensitive to
only female-mediated gene ﬂow, and can totally miss even
extensive interbreeding mediated through males. For
example, Figure 9 shows a cross-validated expansion outof-Asia that occurred after the most recent out-of-Africa
event. This expansion event is marked by autosomal DNA
and Y-DNA (Templeton, 2002). This expansion event was
not detected by mtDNA, even though the largest samples,
the best geographical coverage, and the greatest genetic
resolution existed for mtDNA. This implies that this
expansion event was primarily mediated by males coming
out of Asia and was invisible to mtDNA. The Lemba, as
discussed earlier, provide a more recent example. In this
case, Y-DNA provides evidence for extensive interbreeding
between Jewish and Bantu populations, but mtDNA indicates that there was no interbreeding at all, a pattern consistent with their oral history (Soodyall, 1993; Thomas
et al., 2000; Wilson and Goldstein, 2000). Thus, mtDNA
alone is biologically incapable of detecting all admixture
events, even those such as the Lemba in which the degree
of admixture was 100% (given that their origin was due to
Jewish men mating with Bantu women).
Second, the evolutionary history of a single gene or
DNA region should never be equated to the evolutionary
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history of a population. One needs multiple loci to obtain
an accurate reconstruction of evolutionary history (Wall,
2000) and to protect against false inferences due to evolutionary stochasticity and natural selection skewing the
results of a particular gene (Templeton, 2002, 2004a,b). In
this regard, human mtDNA is known to have been subject
to natural selection (Templeton, 1996; Curnoe and
Thorne, 2003; Elson et al., 2004), and this provides alternative interpretations to the fossil mtDNA patterns. For
example, suppose that there was much female-mediated
gene ﬂow between Neanderthals and modern humans,
but that in addition there was selection against the Neanderthal mtDNA haplotypes in a hybrid or predominantly
modern human nuclear background, a phenomenon
known as cytonuclear incompatibility. In such a situation,
even high levels of interbreeding could go undetected by
mtDNA.
Third, the small sample sizes preclude the ability to dismiss signiﬁcant amounts of gene ﬂow between Neanderthals and moderns (Nordborg, 1998; Wall, 2000; Relethford, 2001a; Currat and Excofﬁer, 2004; Pearson, 2004).
Currat and Excofﬁer (2004) produced the smallest estimate of the amount of female-mediated gene ﬂow compatible with the mtDNA, assuming neutrality, with an upper
limit of 0.1%. However, within population genetics, gene
ﬂow is regarded as signiﬁcant if the product of the population size times the migration rate is equal to or greater
than one (Crow and Kimura, 1970). Thus, if Neanderthals
had a population size equal to or greater than 1,000, there
could be biologically signiﬁcant gene ﬂow. The simulations
used by Currat and Excofﬁer (2004) to obtain the limit of
0.1% started with a Neanderthal population size of
35,000. Hence, even this conservative evaluation indicates
that a biologically signiﬁcant, female-mediated gene ﬂow
of neutral mtDNA cannot be rejected.
The ancient mtDNA results are therefore suggestive of
replacement of Neanderthals, but are not conclusive. This
inconclusive state will persist until ancient DNA technology can deal adequately with genetic artifacts and can be
used to study multiple genes rather than just mtDNA,
and until larger sample sizes are available. Progress on
these issues is being made (Ricaut et al., 2005; Willerslev
and Cooper, 2005), so there is much potential for ancient
DNA studies contributing to our understanding of human
evolution.

USING HAPLOTYPE TREES FOR
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSES
As shown above in Basic Coalescent Theory, many measurable attributes, such as heterozygosity levels, can be
related to underlying demographic parameters, such as
inbreeding effective size. Hence, haplotypes can also be
used to make inferences about some demographic attributes of past human populations. Most of these applications do not use the haplotype tree per se, but rather use
nucleotide differences such as expected heterozygosity or
pairwise differences among haplotypes. Accordingly, these
techniques will not be reviewed in detail here, but they
are in Templeton (2005). Some brief comments will be
made, however, because the inferences from these approaches interface with the inferences made from haplotype trees.
Two main conclusions have emerged from initial analyses of paleodemography based on mtDNA: that there was
a sudden increase in population size sometime between
30,000–130,000 years ago (Harpending and Rogers, 2000),
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and that the inbreeding effective size of the ancestral population before this expansion was around 10,000 (Hawks
et al., 2000). However, the recent literature has clouded
the validity of both of these conclusions.
First, many of the demographic analyses assume the
inﬁnite-sites model, an assumption much more restrictive
than the inﬁnite-alleles model used for haplotype trees.
Initially it was argued that deviations from the inﬁnitesites model did not seriously bias demographic estimates
(Rogers et al., 1996), but more recent work indicates that
the bias can be more severe (Yang, 1997; Schneider and
Excofﬁer, 1999).
Second, many of the coalescent estimators are based on
simulating various demographic models and measuring
the ﬁt to the data. Thus, the inference universe is limited
to the scenarios that were simulated. Even an excellent ﬁt
to the data does not insure that the simulated model is the
right one, because often several models can ﬁt the data
well. For example, Adams and Hudson (2004) pointed out
that one of the African populations they studied ﬁt both
models of constant population size and a variety of growth
models, including ﬁvefold growth beginning no earlier
than 36,000 years ago. The real weakness of the simulation approach is that it is never possible to simulate all
possible scenarios, so many alternative hypotheses are
never evaluated at all. For example, none of the simulations performed in the papers referred to here take into
account the model shown in Figure 9. Thus, the demographic scenarios with the most compelling genetic evidence have never even been considered in these simulations.
Third, the statistics used for demographic inference are
also sensitive to natural selection (Tajima, 1989a,b; Harpending and Rogers, 2000). When inference is limited to
coding synonymous nucleotide polymorphisms and noncoding DNA regions (the mutational classes least likely to
be subject to selection), the analyses for population growth
imply little or no change in population size (Wooding and
Rogers, 2002). Another method to circumvent the confoundment of selection with demography is to use crossvalidation across multiple loci, just as was done above
with nested-clade analysis. The mtDNA inference of a
population size expansion between 30,000–130,000 years
ago is cross-validated by some nuclear loci (Marth et al.,
2003, 2004), but others do not (Harpending and Rogers,
2000). An analysis of 10 noncoding DNA regions (to minimize selection) found no evidence for signiﬁcant population size expansion in Africa, and only nominal signiﬁcance (without correcting for multiple testing) in Eurasian
samples (Pluzhnikov et al., 2002). Thus, the evidence for a
small ancestral human population size followed by massive growth is mixed, and a coherent picture has yet to
emerge (Pluzhnikov et al., 2002; Wooding and Rogers,
2002). No single expansion or bottleneck can explain all
the genetic data.
The estimate of an inbreeding effective size of 10,000
has also become clouded in the recent literature, despite
the tendency of some to regard this ﬁgure as a given constraint on human evolution (Pearson, 2004). First, many
of the studies have a strong sampling bias for Eurasians,
but studies having a large sample of Africans tend to have
much larger estimates of ancestral human population size
(Tishkoff and Verrelli, 2003), even to the extent of showing
no signiﬁcant or moderate population size growth from the
past to the present within Africa (Pluzhnikov et al., 2002;
Adams and Hudson, 2004). Second, the ﬁgure 10,000 is an
estimate of inbreeding effective size, not census size. There
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is no expectation for the inbreeding effective size to equal
the census size. For example, Eller (2002) and Eller et al.
(2004) showed that a human census size of approximately
300,000 through the Pleistocene is compatible with an
inbreeding effective size of 10,000. Thus, no coherent picture has emerged from genetic studies concerning the size
of Pleistocene hominin populations.

USING HAPLOTYPE TREES FROM
NONHUMAN SPECIES
Humans have not evolved independently of other species, so in some cases inferences made from the haplotype
trees of other species can shed light on human evolution.
What is needed is another species whose evolution is
strongly coupled to that of human evolution. One type of
evolutionary coupling is through an obligate parasite or
pathogen/host relationship. For example, lice are obligate
parasites of mammals or birds that complete their entire
life cycle on the body of the host and cannot survive more
than a few days off the host (Reed et al., 2004). As a consequence, the evolutionary patterns of lice should be
strongly coupled with the evolutionary patterns of their
hosts, and hence provide an independent marker of host
evolution. A major caveat emerges from more general
studies that indicate that coevolutionary patterns can
vary over space and time, are inﬂuenced by gene ﬂow and
dispersal patterns of both host and parasites (including
host shifts for the parasites), and depend on other species
in the ecological community (Pellmyr, 2003; Perlman and
Jaenike, 2003; Shingleton and Stern, 2003; Zangerl and
Berenbaum, 2003; Forde et al., 2004; Segraves and Pellmyr, 2004). The idea of a simple, parallel phylogenetic pattern is unrealistic is many cases. As a consequence, parasite phylogenetic studies must be interpreted with great
caution, and must always be regarded at best as indirect
evidence of host evolution.
Useful evolutionary inferences are possible even when
the phylogeny of parasites is obviously discordant with
the phylogeny of the host. For example, Glenn and Brooks
(1986) performed a phylogenetic analysis on the presence
or absence of particular parasites on a variety of hominid
and other primate hosts, and discovered that humans are
more similar to baboons (Papio spp.) than to chimpanzees
or gorillas. This conclusion is obviously incorrect phylogenetically, and shows the danger of equating parasite evolution to host evolution. The parasites found on a particular host are due to a combination of vertical transmission
(parallel evolutionary descent) and horizontal transfer
(jumping from one host to another). Horizontal transfer
often reﬂects the types of habitats a species uses and lives
in and its diet, particularly for intestinal parasites (Ashford, 2000). Hence, the results of Glenn and Brooks (1986)
do not reﬂect hominid phylogeny, but do indicate that
early humans lived in habitats and had a diet more similar to that of baboons than to that of our closest evolutionary relatives, the chimpanzees and gorillas.
The strongest coevolutionary patterns within the human
lineage are expected for those parasites that are human
specialists. Human specialists whose geographical origin
can be inferred are predominately from sub-Sahara Africa,
consistent with the inference shown in Figure 9 of an African origin for the human lineage (Ashford, 2000). However, a considerable group of human specialists is primarily Eurasian, indicating that the human lineage has been
outside of Africa for a long time in a temporally continuous
fashion (Ashford, 2000), a conclusion also consistent with

Figure 9. Interestingly, ﬁve human specialists depend on
our eating of beef or pork, and all of these appear to be of
Eurasian origin, suggesting that humans became specialist cow and pig eaters ﬁrst in Eurasia (Ashford, 2000). One
group of human specialists, three species of Taeniid tapeworms, were initially thought to ﬁt into this pattern. However, a more recent study that estimated an mtDNA haplotype tree of 35 species in the genus Taenia indicated that
these three human specialists evolved from two independent host shifts to humans from tapeworm species that used
carnivores (hyaenids, canids, or felids) and bovids (but not
from the genus Bos) as hosts (Hoberg et al., 2001). The
molecular dating of one of these transfers to humans was
probably older than a million years ago. Even though there
is considerable error in this ﬁgure, it is clear that this
transfer to human hosts occurred well before the domestication of cattle or pigs. Hence, Hoberg et al. (2001) concluded that humans around a million years ago either
hunted or scavenged bovids such as antelope and thereby
acquired these tapeworm parasites, which were then subsequently transferred from humans to domestic cattle and
pigs.
One interesting phylogenetic pattern that emerged from
the mtDNA haplotype tree of the Taeniid tapeworms is
that one of the host shifts to humans resulted in two species of human specialist tapeworms that split from one
another about a million years ago, with one form being
principally conﬁned to Asia (Hoberg et al., 2001). Reed
et al. (2004) reported a split pattern for lice. They studied
the evolution of head/body lice (Pediculus humanus) that
exist in two morphologically similar but ecologically distinct forms, head lice that are conﬁned to the scalp and
body lice. The molecular date of the split of the human
louse from its sister species that uses chimpanzees as a
host is 5.6 MYA, a ﬁgure consistent with the hypotheses of
cospeciation of the lice with their hominoid hosts. Two
highly divergent clades were found within P. humanus
that split around 1.18 MYA, with one clade being found
worldwide and consisting of both head and body lice, and
the other clade consisting of only head lice and conﬁned to
the American continents. Similarly, Pavesi (2004) reported
two clades of polyomavirus JC (JCV), a double-stranded
DNA virus that is ubiquitous in human populations, with
the Asian/Amerind strains being highly divergent.
Reed et al. (2004) explained this unexpected pattern by
hypothesizing that the Homo lineage split around a million years ago into a Eurasian and an African species, and
that this host speciation event caused codivergence of the
lice (and the other parasite pairs mentioned above), with
subsequent expansion of humans out of Africa resulting in
direct physical contact with the Eurasian species that
allowed the two divergent parasite lineages to come back
into contact. The idea of separate Eurasian and African
species of Homo around a million years ago is strongly falsiﬁed by the direct studies of human genes that indicate
recurrent interchange of genes between African and Eurasian populations going back at least 1.46 MYA, with 95%
conﬁdence (Fig. 7). The pattern of divergent pairs of parasites and JCV does not require that the Eurasian populations of Homo were a separate species from African populations around a million years ago. Just as the curves
shown in Figures 7 and 8 strongly falsify replacement,
they do not preclude the existence of one or more populations of Homo in Eurasia that were indeed isolated, as
pointed out previously in the discussion of Neanderthals.
Indeed, the recent discovery of Homo ﬂoresiensis (Brown
et al., 2004) shows that such isolated populations could
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have well existed. An Asian isolate of humans, which may
or may not have been a separate species, could explain
these patterns of parasite evolution. As pointed out by
Reed et al. (2004), it is necessary that the lineage of
humans from which we are descended had to come ultimately into physical contact with this isolate, and perhaps
reproductive contact as well, in order for the divergent
parasites and JCV that coevolved with the isolate to transfer to the existing human lineage.
Pavesi (2004) suggested yet another possibility. His analysis had the most extensive geographical sampling, and
with his enhanced geographical resolution he concluded
that both lineages of JCV transferred to humans in Africa
at two different times, and both subsequently expanded out
of Africa in two different major migratory waves that
brought the two parasitic lineages back into contact. This
hypothesis is compatible with data on modern human specialist pathogens, such as HIV, that exist in more than one
highly divergent clade because of multiple, independent
host transfers to humans in Africa (Sharp et al., 2001).
Hence, multiple independent host shifts to humans is a real
epidemiological possibility. This hypothesis of independent
host shifts followed by separate out-of-Africa expansions is
also compatible with the reconstruction of human evolution
shown in Figure 9 that indicates at least three major
expansions of human populations out of Africa, with one
being around 700,000 years ago. Given that the lineages of
parasites and JCV must have diverged some time before
their expansion out of Africa, the Acheulean expansion
would explain the dates estimated by Hoberg et al. (2001)
and Reed et al. (2004), without the need to invoke another
human species or even population isolate.
Another important parasite of humans is Plasmodium
falciparum, the malarial parasite. There has been speculation that this parasite could have moved out of Africa
along with the most recent out-of-Africa expansion event
of its human hosts, or alternatively it spread much more
recently due to changes associated with the emergence of
agriculture (Volkman et al., 2001; Joy et al., 2003). To
address these issues, mtDNA sequence variation was
recently surveyed in 100 worldwide isolates of the malarial parasite (Joy et al., 2003), and Templeton (2004a) performed a nested-clade phylogeographic analysis of these
data. Isolation by distance dominates the most recent evolution of P. faciparum in this analysis, but there is also a
signiﬁcant range expansion, most likely out of Africa, that
dates to 35,000 or 42,000 years ago, depending on the calibration date used. The same statistical framework discussed above regarding nested-clade analysis with multiple loci can be used to test the concordance of this out-ofAfrica range expansion of malaria with the most recent
out-of-Africa range expansion observed in humans (Fig. 7).
The log-likelihood ratio test of homogeneity of the malarial
out-of-Africa range expansion with the pooled human data
for the most recent out-of-Africa range expansion yields a
chi-square value of 1.97 (P-value of 0.16) for the 42,000year date, and 2.54 (P-value of 0.11) for the 35,000-year
date. Hence, the data of Joy et al. (2003) are compatible
with the hypothesis that the malarial parasite spread outof-Africa with their human hosts in the most recent out-ofAfrica range expansion shown in Figure 9. However, the
95% conﬁdence interval for the malarial expansion out-ofAfrica is 113,000–5,900 years ago for the older calibration,
and 93,700–4,900 years ago for the younger calibration.
Thus, the malarial range expansion is also compatible
with the hypothesis of a recent expansion due to the
spread of agriculture. Although no deﬁnitive conclusions
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were possible with this example, it does illustrate that
nested-clade analysis of multiple loci provides an inference- and hypothesis-testing framework for both intraspeciﬁc evolution and for coevolution.

USING HAPLOTYPE TREES FOR INFERRING
ADAPTIVE HUMAN EVOLUTION
Coalescence theory and phylogenetics provide a variety
of tests to infer the presence and type of natural selection
operating at the molecular level, particularly from haplotype trees of protein-coding genes (Bamshad and Wooding,
2003; Clark et al., 2003; Akey et al., 2004; Storz et al.,
2004; Vallender and Lahn, 2004). Indeed, the great abundance of sequence data, not only in humans but in closely
related species (outgroup data are frequently required for
many of these tests of selection), have allowed massive
screening throughout the human genome to identify those
genes and DNA regions that were speciﬁcally subjected to
positive, directional selection in the lineage leading to
modern humans, and thus were involved in the adaptive
transformation of the human species. This literature is
discussed in more detail in Templeton (2005), so only a
brief summary is presented here.
The protein-coding genes that were under directional
selection only in the human lineage fall into just a few
functional categories. The single most common class is
genes involved in host-pathogen interactions, and the evidence for positive selection for many of these genes is conﬁned to Eurasia. This implies that as the human lineage
spread into Eurasia, humans encountered many new
pathogens to which they had to adapt.
Another common class of genes showing directional
selection in the human lineage is a set of genes coding for
dietary enzymes. This indicates that humans greatly
shifted their diet from that of chimpanzees, and this conclusion is compatible with studies of human intestinal
parasites that indicate more similarity with baboons than
with chimpanzees, as discussed above.
Many genes involved in sensory perception, central
nervous system functioning, and brain anatomy also show
positive selection in humans. This conclusion is compatible with the fossil record that reveals extensive changes in
brain size and anatomy over the past two million years,
and with the archaeological record that reveals extensive
behavioral changes during this same time period.

CONCLUSIONS
Ever since the pioneering study of Cann et al. (1987),
haplotype trees have played an important and central role
in inferences about human evolution. Since 1987, our abilities have increased dramatically to estimate haplotype
trees from a wide class of genes, to incorporate ancient
DNA into the trees, and to analyze the trees for inferences
on past population structure, demography, historical
events, and patterns of natural selection. There is still
much controversy about exactly what it is that these haplotype trees tell us about human evolution, but there is an
emerging consensus on at least some points. First, most
workers in this area now acknowledge that no one gene or
DNA region can tell the whole story of human evolution.
As a result, there is a growing trend to study multiple
genes, or at least to integrate studies of one gene with
studies of other genes. As shown in Figure 9, a multilocus
approach yields a far richer picture of human evolution
than is possible with any single gene.
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A second point of growing consensus is the need for basing inferences from haplotype trees on rigorous statistical
analyses. The early literature was dominated by drawing
haplotype trees and then making visual inferences. As the
literature has matured, there has been a growing realization that the data represented in haplotype trees must be
analyzed statistically, and that hypotheses must be tested.
One hypothesis about recent human evolution was the
out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis, in which anatomically modern humans arose ﬁrst in Africa, then expanded
out-of-Africa as a new type (or even species) of humans,
and drove the older \type" of humans found on the Eurasian continent to total genetic extinction. The early work
on mtDNA haplotype trees was often presented as proof of
this hypothesis, but there was no effort to test the replacement hypothesis vs. alternatives with the mtDNA (Templeton, 1994). With multilocus data sets, the hypothesis of
total replacement can be tested, and it is strongly rejected
(P < 1017). Thus, the hypothesis of total replacement can
no longer be regarded as tenable.
A third factor to emerge from this growing literature is
that genes and haplotype trees are not always the deﬁnitive cure-all for testing hypothesis about recent human
evolution. The coalescent process itself has a high degree
of stochasticity, and our ability to make inferences is limited by the number of informative mutations and their distribution in time and space, all factors over which we have
no or limited control. The multilocus approach can ameliorate these deﬁciencies, but not completely eliminate them.
This is illustrated by the current muddled state of inferences about past human inbreeding effective sizes and
growth rates, or by the failure of the malaria mtDNA haplotype tree analysis to be able to discriminate between two
hypotheses of range expansion that differ in their timing
by an order of magnitude.
Genetic analyses of haplotype trees do not override fossil and archaeological data; rather, genetic data should
be integrated with fossil and archaeological data. In this
regard, the fossil and archaeological data overlay extremely well upon the haplotype tree-based inferences summarized in Figure 9. Three major expansions of human
population out of Africa are inferred from the haplotype
trees, and each is corroborated by fossil and archaeological data (Templeton, 2005). The out-of-Africa replacement hypothesis is strongly rejected by the haplotype
tree data, and this is also supported by the fossil and
current human data indicating that many of the anatomically modern traits that ﬁrst appear in Africa are still
polymorphic in living human populations, and that many
other traits showed regional continuity throughout this
time period. Thus, different modern traits show different
evolutionary patterns, which is incompatible with one
\type" of human replacing another \type," but which is
compatible with different Mendelian traits spreading in
their own unique fashion due to the interaction of selection, drift, and gene ﬂow among interbreeding populations. Genetics, paleontology, and archaeology are synergistic disciplines for studying human evolution, and
many exciting inferences about the evolutionary history
of our species will undoubtedly emerge from this synergism.
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